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INTRODUCTION.
1. The guiding principle to be remembered when considering the
r6le of fighting tanks is that they, like all other arms, must be mainly
employed to assist the infantry both in attack and defense. The infantry
is the only arm which can seize and hold a position and upon its skill
and endurance depends the security of the defense.
The employment of tanks, therefore, does not entail any essential
modifications in the recognized offensive and defensive tactics of the
infantry. Itis their duty, just as it is the duty of the artillery, machine
guns and trench mortars, to assist the infantry to gain superiority of
fire. Owing to their imperviousness to rifle and machine gun fire, to
their ability to develop rapidly a powerful volume of fire, to their
mobility and moral effect, tanks can materially assist the infantry by
destroying the enemy's strong points and machine gun emplacements,
by orercoming his resistance and by protecting the flanks of the attack.
In defense they can be employed in counter attack either independently
or in co-operation with the infantry and can be used, if necessary, to
eorer a withdrawal.
Itis unwise, however, to place too much reliance upon mechanical
contrivances. The machinery of tanks has been much improved and
engine trouble will become less and less frequent, but the presence of
unexpected obstacles and the effects of the enemy's artillery fire may, at
any time, deprive the infantry of their support and co-operation. It is
clear, therefore, that the infantry must rely upon the power of its own
weapons in order that it may always be able to continue an attack
without the assistance of tanks.
2. If tanks are to be used to the best advantage, there must be the
closest co-operation between them and the other arms and each arm
must understand the limitations of the other.
This can only be obtained by means of systematic training of the
different arms together, beginning with the training of small units and
gradually progressing to that of larger units. Thus the early training
of infantry with tanks might consist of co-operation between single
tanks and sections of infantry without an artillery barrage, i. c., under
the conditions of open warfare, especial attention being paid to inter
communication and the use of ground.
It is the duty of the general staff of formations to see that the
troops in the formation are trained to work with tanks, both in attack
and defense.
Staff officers of armies and corps should, therefore,
acquaint themselves thoroughly with all instructions issued from time
to time with regard to the capacity and employment of tanks and should
make every effort to assist divisions in carrying out the training of
infantry in co-operation with tanks.

I
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Officers of other arms should be attached to tank units for definite

periods in order to gain a practical knowledge of tanks. Such officers
would be able, if required, to act. as liaison between the divisional staff
and the tank battalion during operations. They will also be in a posi

tion to instruct^their men in the work of tanks and will assist in
promoting a mutual understanding and co-operation between the tanks
and other arms.
Instructors at army and corps schools should be attached to tank
units and thus qualified to give the necessary instruction in the co
operation between tanks and infantry to the junior officers and non
commissioned officers attending the schools.

•
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TANKS AND THEIR EMPLOYMENT IN CO-OPERATION
WITH OTHER ARMS.
CHAPTER I.

—
!• General

Characteristics and Limitations of the Weapon.
Tanks are mechanically propelled armored vehicles which are
designed to accompany the infantry in the attack and to assist, by
means of their fire, weight and moral effect, in destroying the enemy's
strong points and overcoming his resistance. In defense they can be
employed in counter attack either indepei*dently or in co-operation with
infantry and can be used to cover the infantry in rearguard action.

As the speed of tanks is developed and their machinery perfected
it is possible that their tactical employment may develop and that
their r6le may become more independent.
At the present time, however, the role of tanks is to act in close
co-operation with the infantry both in attack and defense and it is this
role of tanks which is mainly considered in the following pages.
(i) The main characteristics
of fighting tanks are their mobility,
the security which they afford to their crews and their offensive power.
Mobility. Tanks, according to the type to which they belong, can
move on the flat at a pace of 5 to.B miles an hour; across country at a
rate of 3^4 to 4% miles an hour and in the night at an average pace of
2 to 3 miles an hour.
They crush down
Tanks can cross all forms of wire entanglements.
two paths in their passage through the wire, each of which is passable
for infantry in single file. They can span a trench of considerable
width, surmount an obstacle five feet high and climb slopes of 1in 2.
Security. Tanks are proof against all bullets, shrapnel and most
splinters a direct hit from any field gun, however, will usually put
them out of action.
Offensive Power. Tanks can develop their fire power when in
motion and consequently they are able to cover the advance of the
infantry by a continuous fire. Heavy tanks are divided into two types
male and female. The male carries 2 six-pounder guns and 4 machine
guns, the female 6 machine guns. The medium tank carries 4 machine
guns. The crews are armed with revolvers.
(ii) The Mark V. tank can travel for 18 miles and the medium "A"
tank (Whippet) for 35 miles without taking in a further supply of
petrol. This increase in the staying power of tanks materially adds to
their fighting value, but their employment in active operations is still
somewhat limitedowing to the following reasons:
(a) The physical endurance of the crews cannot be counted upon
after 12 hours in action.
(&) Tanks cannot cross swamps, streams or deep sunken roads, nor
can they make their way through thick woods.
9
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(c) The field of view from tanks is somewhat restricted. Objectives
should, therefore, be easily recognizable and the routes to them straightforward.
(d) Tanks cannot be depended upon to go over country which has
been heavily shelled, but their capabilities in this respect are being

I

constantly improved.

—

2.

Characteristics

of the Various Types of Fighting Tanks.

Appendix A).

(See

—

(a) Mark V. (Heavy). The characteristics of this type of tank are
similar to those of the Mark IV.,but its mobility is considerably greater,
not only on account of the increased speed of the machine, but also on
account of the greater ease with which it can be driven. The pace of
the Mark IV. varied from half a mile to 4 miles an hour, according to
the nature and condition of the ground. Its average rate of progress
when fighting under favorable conditions was about 2 miles an hour.
Although the actual speed of the Mark V. is not much greater than
that of the Mark IV., this type of tank is so much easier to maneuver
that the actual difference between its rate of progress in the field and
Itmay be taken that
that of the Mark IV. is really very considerable.
in daylight the Mark V. can travel 1,300 yards across undulating coun
try in the same time that the Mark IV. could travel 700 yards, and over
hilly or broken country 1,800 yards as against 700 yards. By night
the Mark V. can travel 1,800 yards across country in the same time as
the Mark IV. could travel 700 yards.
The Mark V. can cross trenches from 9 to 10 feet wide, can sur
mount a perpendicular obstacle 4 feet high and move up and down
a slope of 1 in 2. It cannot be depended upon to cross ground which
tas been heavily shelled or is in a sodden condition. Wire, however,
presents no obstacle to it, and it can pass with ease through thick
hedges and woods if the trees are small.
The Mark V. is noisier than the Mark IV.and when in movement can
be heard within a radius of 500 yards, unless the noise is covered. This
can be done by artillery and machine gun fire or by low-flying aero
planes.

Th* facility with which the Mark V. can be handled increases its
defensive strength against artillery fire, because it can maneuvre more
rapidly and thus not present so easy a target to the enemy's guns. Its
fire power is considerably greater than that of the Mark IV. because
the field of view obtained from it is more extensive.
Itis essentially an offensive weapon and in defense every advan
tage should be taken of its mobility for counter attack.
(6) Mark V., One Star. This is a larger tank than the Mark V.
and is slightly less mobile and easy to handle. It can be used to
carry forward supplies and to bring back wounded. Ithas a greater
trench-spanning power than the Mark V. As a weapon of offense, there
fore, the Mark V., one star tank, should mainly be employed to attack
the enemy's trenches.
(c) Medium "A" Tank (Whippet). The great mobility and radius
of action of this type of tank makes it especially useful in open warfare.
(See Chapter 4, Sections 9, 10). Itis only armed with machine guns
and its offensive power is consequently limited. It can be used to
attack infantry and transport, but not as a tank destroyer.
10
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—Organization

3.

of Formations and Units.

(i) A tank brigade consists of headquarters, three battalions, a sig
nal company and a tank supply company and M. T. column.
(ii) A heavy battalion is organized for fighting purposes in three
companies.
A company is divided into four sections, each section
consisting of four tanks. Three of these sections are fighting sections
and the fourth is a training or reserve section.
A medium battalion is organized in the same way, but the com
pany is divided into five sections, four of which are fighting sections.
The fifth section is a training or reserve section.
There are four
tanks in each section.
(iii) Armies allot tanks in brigades or battalions to corps in ac
cordance with the general plan. The tank units so allotted become
for the time being, therefore, corps troops and their objectives in the
attack and the strength of the general reserve are decided by the
corps commander.
(iv) The detail with regard to the movement of tanks to gain
their objectives are worked out by the tank unit commanders in con
junction with the divisional commanders under whose orders the tanks
are placed for any particular operation.
(v) Subordinate tank commanders must be in close touch with the
infantry units with which they are working.
(vi) When a tank brigade is allotted to a corps the tank com
mander should remain at corps headquarters or be in close telephonic
communication with the corps staff. Tank battalion commanders re
main with their reserves, or, if no reserves exist, at such positions as
willenable them to regain control of their tanks at the earliest possible
moment after they have rallied. Company and section commanders ac
company their units into battle.

—

4.

General Conditions and Methods of Employment.
(i) The tactical objects of tanks in the offensive are:
(a) To reduce resistance to the infantry advance.
(6) To offer local protection to the infantry attack.
(ii) Tanks can be employed either after or without methodical ar

tillery preparation.
In the first case, although tank sections may be
employed in support to operate, as occasion arises, against strong
points which may hold out against the infantry assault, tanks should
not be used in strength in the initial attack. If the enemy's defenses
have been entirely destroyed by the artillery and the ground has been
reduced to a crater field, it is both useless and unnecessary to employ
tanks in the first advance of the infantry. They can be used, however,
with advantage to assist the infantry in capturing the enemy's strong
points beyond the zone of the original artillery bombardment. In the
second case, where there has been little or no artillery preparation and
the intention is to surprise the enemy, tanks can usually be employed to
the best advantage in the initial attack. They supplement the pro
tective artillery barrage and lead the infantry across the enemy's wire.
If,however, the objectives of the attack are at no great depth and
do not entail the disorganization of the enemy's artillery system,
commanders must consider whether the value of the co-operation of
the tanks is worth the inevitable loss of a number of the machines.
Generally speaking, tanks should not be employed in a small surprise
11
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attack with a limited objective unless the ground is exceptionallysuitable for them, or advantage is taken of a fog or mist, or a smoke
screen is provided. If, on the contrary, the attack is to a considerable
depth, the employment of tanks is of great value owing to the de
creasing artillery support obtained by the infantry as the advance
progresses.
(iii) In defense tanks can be usefully employed to engage hostile
tanks and to assist counter attacks by the infantry. Experience has
shown, however, that there is great difficulty in synchronizing the ac
tion- of tanks and infantry on any pre-arranged scheme for an im
mediate counter attack and, therefore, in this form of counter attack
the tank commander should be prepared to act independently should
an opportunity arise for breaking up a hostile attack. In such cases,
a definite limitmust be placed on the distance to which the tanks are
to go, as otherwise they are apt to advance too far and become easy
targets for the hostile artillery. In a deliberate counter attack the ac
tion of tanks can, of course, be co-ordinated and synchronized with
that of the infantry.
It must always be borne in mind that the tank, by reason of its
mobility and fire power, is essentially a weapon of offense. In the
defensive, therefore, it is only in a case of emergency, when there is
no other possible way of employing them usefully, that single tanks
should be distributed in fixed positions to hold up the advance of the
enemy's infantry (see Chapter V., Section 1).
(i) Medium "A"tanks (Whippets) should in principle be regarded
as weapons of open warfare where only field trenches exist. Their
rapidity of mbvement enables them to seize opportunities of exploiting
an attack and their ability to cover comparatively long distances, go
through wire and cross trenches six feet in width makes them useful
in the pursuit. Their rdle should approximate to that of cavalry. In
defense they can be used for immediate counter attack in an emer
gency, but they are not strongly enough armed to deal with hostile
tanks.
(ii) Heavy tanks (Mark V.) are used to lead or follow up the
infantry attack. In defense they can engage hostile tanks, assist in
counter attack and cover the withdrawal of infantry.
1.

—

CHAPTER 11.

Plan of Operations.

The plan of operations should be. drawn up by the commanders of
the formations to which the tanks are attached and the necessary
details must be worked out by the tank commanders in conjunction
with the staffs of formations.

—Selection

2.

of Objectives.

(i) The most suitable objectives for attack by tanks are:
(a) Strategic' localities, c. g., railways, main roads, bridges and
communications generally.
(6) Tactical points, c. g., high ground, villages, woods and strongly

fortified localities.

(c) Administrative centres, c. g., headquarters, dumps, billets,
wagon parks, aerodromes, signal centres.
(d) In open warfare, any concentration of the enemy's infantry.

12
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(ii) In deciding upon objectives for tanks the following should be
the principal considerations:
(a) The nature and condition of the ground leading to the objec
tive.
(6) Cover from view.
(c) The conformation of the ground as it affects facility of

maneuver.

(d) The position of the lying-up places for tanks with relation
to the objective.
(c) The defenses, both natural and artificial, which protect the

objective.
(/> The possibility of obtaining infantry, artillery and aeroplane
co-operation in the attack.
(iii) The more easily the objectives and the approaches to them,
can be recognized, the more likely will be the success of the attack.
The approach to an objective should also be as simple as possible. Com

plicated movements with tanks are difficult. Narrow routes of ap
proach, whether they run along hills or through valleys, should be
avoided, as they will probably be protected by anti-tank guns and

defensive works.
Lying-up places for tanks should not be farther than five miles
from the starting point for the attack. Itmay be taken that they will
usually be about 1,000 yards from the enemy's front line.

—

Allotment of Tanks to Frontages.
The number of tanks to be allotted to a front depends not so
much upon the actual length of the front as upon the number of tactical
points which it contains. Tanks must be allotted in an attack accord
ing to the relative importance of the tactical objectives. As a rough
general rule the allotment of tanks to any one objective may be cal
culated at one tank to every hundred or two hundred yards of frontage.
Provision must also be made for local reserves of tanks to enable
commanders to meet and overcome any difficulties which may arise.
Some of these tanks should accompany the infantry supports in an
attack, in order to assist the troops in the event of the unexpected
reappearance of the enemy's infantry and machine guns in trenches
and dug-outs which are supposed to have been cleared.
When, in any operation, continuity of attack is necessary, tank
echelons must be organized in sufficient depth to enable the first echelon
to reorganize by the time the last echelon goes into action. This
means that from the beginning of the battle a strong reserve of tanks,
must be kept in hand. The hasty improvization of reserves while the
battle is in progress leads not only to a general disorganization of tank
units, but also to the destruction of telegraphic and railway commu
nications owing to the lateral movements of tanks. Unless all ar
rangements are made beforehand, infantry attacks are also liable to
be delayed owing to the tanks arriving late at the assembly points.

3.

4.

—Organization

of Tank Section Areas.

The areas in which each section of tanks is to operate must be
clearly defined.
The boundaries
should be along communication
trenches, if possible and not across them, owing to the difficulty which
is sometimes experienced when tanks have to cross deep and broad
communication trenches.
13
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s.— —Selection of

Rallying Points.
Positions must be chosen before an attack takes place to which
tanks may go after they have carried out their part in the attack, in
order to refit and take in fresh supplies of petrol, ammunition, etc.
The choice of such positions is governed by the following consid
erations :
(a) They must not be within the enemy's view.
(&) They must, if possible, be within view of a tank transmitting
station (signal tank) or near enough to it for messages to be sent
by runners (see Chapter VI.).
(c) They must be easy of access for supply tanks.

—

Co-operation with Infantry.
There is little time during an action to work out methods of co
operation; Such methods must, therefore, be arranged and understood
beforehand if close and successful co-operation between the two arms
is to be secured. Tank and infantry commanders must know and have
confidence in each other and must together reconnoitre the ground
over which any operation is to be conducted. When once the objectives
have been decided upon, both tank and infantry commanders must
understand how the tanks and infantry are to approach, attack and
hold them, how neighboring units are to act and to whom and where
reports are to be sent.
The infantry must know the signals used by tanks to communicate
with the infantry (see Chapter VI.).

6.

—

Co-operation with Artillery.
Tanks can be put out of action by shell fire and, when stationary,
'present good targets, as they are easily seen, both from the air and
by ground observers. They cannot pass through an H.E. barrage with
impunity, or over heavily shelled ground with any certainty. To
the success of an attack against a prepared position, arrang
ements must be made, therefore, for an effective neutralization of the
hostile artillery and especially of the enemy's anti-tank guns. The em
gpleyment of smoke in the barrage has been found successful in con
cealing the movements of tanks.
with
In order that the movement of the tanks may be regulated
working
for
responsible
commanders
artillery
artillery,
the
of
that
objectives, starting
out barrage tables must be informed of the tank
Tank com
points, hour of starting and estimated rate of progress.
manders must similarly be furnished with barrage and bombardment
maps and time tables.
tanks willtake to
The artillery must also know the routes which
the starting points and the
the positions of deployment and thence to of,
these moves.
times fixed for, and the probable ofduration
the tanks may not be impeded by
the progress
In order that artillery
fire, it may be necessary to make arrangethe effects of the
enemy's line are not bom
ments to ensure that certain points in the
artillery.
by
heavy
the
barded
7.

.

g._ Co-operation

with Aircraft.

patrols should keep tanks inReconnaissance and counter attack
enemy
and the positions of his anti
of
the
the
movements
of
formedguns.

tank
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Contact

patrols may be employed:
(i) To guide tanks by day or by night.
(ii) To prevent, as far as possible, the enemy's aeroplanes from
observing the tanks.
(iii) To cover the movements of tanks by night to their starting
point for an attack by flying over the area and thus rendering the noise

I

of the tanks inaudible.
(iv) To report the positions reached by tanks to the tank com
manders concerned.
(v) To convey messages from tanks.
Aeroplanes may also be employed as offensive patrols to keep down
the fire of anti-tank guns by machine gun fire and bombing and to
attack strong points, headquarters, supply depots and communications,
in conjunction with tanks.
A system of communication between aeroplanes and tanks is also
necessary (see Chapter V (v). ).

—

CHAPTER 111.

1. Movement from Training and Rest Areas.
Tanks are generally moved by train from their training or rest
Areas to the assembly places for active operations, the transport and
workshops moving by road. The greatest secrecy must be maintained
with regard to the movements of tanks and the entraining and de
training must be done during the night. Tracks leading from the
detraining station to the assembly positions should be hidden before
daylight.
In making his arrangements to move, the tank commander must,
therefore, make a careful reconnaissance of the route from the training
or rest area to the entraining station and also of the entraining and
detraining stations.
He must inspect the position chosen for the
assembly position and the route to it from the detraining station. He
must see that the assembly position is well concealed from hostile
observation, that it is as close to the front line as possible without
undue danger of shell fire, that it is within.easy night march distance
from the railway and close to a main road and that the ground is
well drained.
While in the assembly position and in the position of develop
ment, tanks must be carefully camouflaged and every precaution must
be taken to prevent the movement of the crews and smoke being
seen during the day time or fire by night.

—

Concentration and Deployment.
After the tanks which are to take part in an attack have con
centrated in the assembly position, various arrangements must be
made before they can move to the position of deployment, i. c., to the
position in which they will lie up prior to advancing to the actual
starting points for the attack:
(i) The position of deployment must be selected and prepared
with a view to affording concealment for the tanks and their crews.
Itshould also afford accommodation for the crews in order that they
may obtain rest. There should, ifpossible, be a covered approach, such
as a communication trench, leading to the position.
2.

I
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(ii) The route to the position of deployment must be reconnoitered
and marked with tape. The following points must also be borne in
mind:
(a) That the tracks may have to be used by the tanks at times
;
when traffic is congested.
(&) That existing air lines across the tracks must be raised from
12 to 15 feet and that ground lines must be buried one foot.
(c) That all trenches over which tanks will pass must be re
vetted, or will require repair after the passage of the tanks.
(d) That passages over trenches must be clearly marked.
(c) That large shell holes must be prepared for crossing.
(/) That troops in the vicinity of tank tracks must be warned
of the probable time when the tanks will use the tracks.
(iii) Allmovements of tanks to the position of deployment should
take place by night.

—

3.

Approach March from Position of Deployment to Starting Point for

Attack.
1. In some cases, the position of deployment and the starting point
for the attack may coincide, but, as a general rule, this will not be
the case.
Arrangements must usually be made, therefore, to bring forward
the tanks to the starting point.
The selection of starting points for an offensive operation and the
approaches to them require careful reconnaissance.
2. The tank route from the position of deployment to the starting
point must avoid main communication trenches, battalion and com
pany headquarters and dug-outs.
Wide trenches must be carefully
examined in order to find the most suitable places for crossing them.
3. The positions of starting points must be governed by tactical
considerations. They should be as close to the tank objectives as pos
sible, but not near enough to the enemy's lines for him to hear the
sound of the tank's engines. Cover from view is essential and, as far
as possible, cover from the enemy's artillery fire should also be ob
tained. Tanks are best hidden by fixing their starting points among
old defenses.
CHAPTER IV.
1 Reconnaissance.
(i) To ensure successful action the most careful reconnaissance
of
the ground by the officer of each tank which is to take part in the
attack is necessary. This reconnaissance should be carried out in com
pany with the infantry commander in whose area the tank will be
operating, in order that he may explain to the tank officers the points
at which resistance is to be expected.
Before an attack on a village or wood takes place a personal recon
naissance by the infantry and tank officers on the spot is specially
*
important in order that:
(a) Arrangements may be made for close co-operation between the
two arms both before, during and after the attack.
(&) Both infantry and tank officers should know what obstacles
to their progress exist.
(c) Plans should be made before the attack is launched for the
rapid organization of defense, if it is not intended to continue the
advance.
16
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(ii) During an engagement forward reconnaissance should be car
ried out by tank battalion and company reconnaissance officers.
(iii) Tank officers must always be given every facility to study
maps and aeroplane photographs of the ground over which operations
are to take place.

—

Tank Attack Formation.
(a) Each unit of tanks will be divided into two waves or lines
the advanced guard and the main body. The strength of the advanced
guard will vary according to circumstances, but, as a general rule, it
should consist of one-quarter of the tanks employed. Tank companies
and sections should be kept intact and should be allotted to definite

2.

—

objectives.

(&) The normal attack formation of a company, preceding an
infantry attack, is 3 or 4 tanks working as an advanced guard, followed
by 6 or 8 tanks leading the infantry. The tank unit of attack should,
as a general rule, consist of a section (4 tanks). Itshould advance in

—

three successive waves one tank as advanced guard, then, at about
100 yards distance, two tanks forming the main body, immediately in
advance of the infantry and then a tank as reserve, ready either to
replace one of the leading tanks or to act as the occasion may demand.
(c) The area of operations of the main body tanks should include
the ground as far as the objective, while that of the advanced tanks
should include any position the holding of which would protect the
infantry while engaged in capturing or consolidating its objective.
When once the area of a tank section has been cleared the advanced
and main body tanks should rally directly the next echelon has passed
over the area.

—Formations

3.

of Infantry.

Except where it is necessary to pass through the gaps in the
enemy's wire made by the tanks the infantry should advance in the
same formations as when operating without tanks, covering its advances
with rifle, Lewis gun and light trench mortar fire. In passing through
the gaps in the wire made by the tanks it will be necessary for the
infantry to move in single file.

—

Forming up for Attack.
Tanks and infantry usually have to form up during hours of dark
ness. If noise arid confusion are to be avoided, therefore, the most
complete preparation for their assembly must be made and all move
ments must be as simple as possible and carefully rehearsed, in skeleton
if possible, on the actual ground.
The preparation consists:
(a) Inmarking out the exact places where tanks and infantry will
stand.
(&) In laying tapes and preparing routes to and in front of the
places of assembly (starting points).

4.

—

5. Movement Forward from Starting Point.
The movement forward usually takes place at dawn, but there must
be sufficient light at zero hour to enable the tank drivers to see their
way. The whole echelon should move off together.
17
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Method of Dealing with Trench Systems.

In attacking trenches the advanced tank in each section, after
over the enemy's wire, should swing to the left and
move along the front of the enemy's trench close to the parapet. It
should then cross the trench and move toward the support trench. It
should not, as a general rule, cross the front line trench until the first
of the two tanks forming the main body and its infantry have crossed it.
The main body tanks should cross the enemy's front line trench
at the same place as the advanced tank. The first tank should swing
to the left and move down the trench, the second should cross the trench
and go forward immediately to the support trench, which it should also
cross; it should then swing to the left and work down the trench until
it reaches the advanced tank. The first main body tank, after proceed
ing down the first line trench, should swing to the right and move
forward to the support trench. It should cross this trench and work
along it until it also reaches the advanced tank. A similar procedure
should be adopted with successive trench systems.
The duty of the advanced tank is to threaten the enemy and keep
down his fire, in order to enable the main body tanks and the infantry
to cross the enemy's wire and trenches.
The duty of the main body
tanks is to assist the infantry to cross the enemy's wire and cover its
advance. The duty of the reserve tank which follows the infantry is
to take the place of any tank which is put out of action and generally
to be ready for any emergency which may arise.
The infantry willadvance under cover of the fire of the tanks and
of its own weapons and willpush on to its final objective.
Itmay be necessary to detail special parties of infantry to clear the
trenches and mark and improve the gaps through the wire.
crossing straight

1

—

Precautions in Crossing Wire.
(a) Where the hostile trenches are wide and the wire very thick,
the advanced tank and the two main body tanks should, as a general
rule, cross the enemy's wire at the same spot. Ifthis is not feasible,
there should be an interval of not less than 50 yards between each
crossing place. The reason of this is that if two tanks cross the wire
at a less interval the second tank sometimes loosens the wire which the
first tank has crushed down and thus partially closes the gap which has
been made. Where the enemy's trenches are narrow and the wire
presents a less formidable obstacle, it may be advisable for the main
fcody tanks to cross the enemy's wire at entirely different points in
the line. Ifthis policy is adopted, however, a special party of infantry
should be detailed to clear up the line of trench between the two points
crossed by the tanks.
(6) Infantry should be from 25 to 50 paces in rear of a tank when
it enters the enemy's wire, otherwise the men may become entangled
in the trailing strands of wire. There must be no crowding round a
tank and the progress of the infantry along the tracks made by a tank
must not be hurried.
7.

—

Method of Dealing With Strong Points, Woods, Villages.
In attacking strong points, woods and villages, tanks should assist
the infantry by crushing the enemy's machine gun nests, by attacking
the defenders simultaneously from several directions, by enfilading the

g.
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defenses,

by bringing concentrated fire to bear upon different parts
of the defense and by covering the flanks. The tanks must maintain
the closest touch with the infantry throughout the operation and must
not advance beyond the strong points, woods or villages until the
infantry has captured them.
In attacking large villages and woods it willbe necessary to carry
•ut the attacks by sectors, one sector being secured before the attack
is made on the next. The infantry must act with energy and decision
and take instant advantage of the opportunities offered by the action
of the tanks to close with the enemy, covering its own advance, where
necessary, with rifle, Lewis gun and light trench mortar fire and making
use of all available cover to facilitate its progress.
In approaching strong points, woods and villages main roads and
•bvious approaches should be avoided, as they willprobably be defended
ky anti-tank guns.
Tanks should not penetrate into villages until the infantry has
obtained a lodgment in them.

—

9.

Special Considerations

in Open Warfare.

The employment of tanks in open warfare is greatly affected by the
difficulty of obtaining information as to the enemy's dispositions and
•f locating his artillery positions and by the necessity for rapid action.
Every effort must be made to overcome these difficulties :
(a) By personal reconnaissance
by tank commanders of the most
suitable objectives and the best lines of approach.

(6) By aeroplane reconnaissances.
(c) By close co-operation on the part of the artillery, who must
keep a careful watch on the progress of the tanks and be ready instantly
to engage any guns which may open fire on them.
In open warfare, however, except when they are taking part in a
definitely organized attack supported by and in co-operation with other
arms, tanks are liable to suffer very heavy casualties under the enemy's
artillery fire. When, therefore, an attacking force has broken through
the enemy's organized defenses and is advancing to a general line of
objectives under the conditions of open warfare, the tactics of the tanks
cannot be approximated to those of the infantry and consequently tanks
should not generally form part of the advanced guards or of the leading
attacking lines. Ifthey are so used, favorable opportunities are offered
to the enemy's rearguard artillery, boldly handled, to engage the tanks
at short or medium ranges and to put them out of action by direct fire.

>

In such a situation, therefore, the tanks should be rallied after the
enemy's organized defenses have been passed, grouped as .may be neces
sary and should be kept comparatively close behind the advancing
troops ready for employment against any strong centres of resistance
When such
which may form an obstacle to the general advance.
centres of resistance are encountered the closest co-operation will be
necessary between the commander of the formation concerned and the
tank commander, in order that an attack may be rapidly organized.
Itis essential, however, that any such operation should take the form
•f an organized attack, that the co-operation of the several arms should
ke ensured and that the tanks should be used as a concentrated force
•f such size as may be necessary. Some artillery support will generally
fc© required.
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Heavy tanks should then be employed to assist the advance of the
infantry. Inorder to avoid hostile artillery fire and to effect a surprise
the tanks should make use of all available cover to reach positions
within effective range of the enemy before deploying. The advance
from these positions should be made in close touch with the infantry;
the tanks covering the forward movement of the infantry with their
fire and assisting the latter to gain superiority of fire. The infantry
must take every advantage of the effect produced on the enemy by the
tanks to continue its advance and close with the enemy. When the
infantry firing line has arrived within 300 or 400 yards of the enemy
the tanks should begin their assault on the hostile position, their object
being to relieve the pressure which the enemy will usually attempt to
bring to bear upon the attacking troops at this stage of the battle. The
infantry must push on behind the tanks and capture the position by a
bayonet charge. As soon as the infantry assault has been successfully
carried out the tanks should push forward and pursue the enemy to
some pre-arranged distance in order to give the infantry time to
consolidate the position and to reorganize for a further advance.

10.

—

Pursuit.

Should the enemy's defense be entirely broken and his troops
demoralized it may be possible to push forward tanks boldly in pursuit.
In these circumstances tanks must not hesitate to advance far ahead
of the infantry. Medium "A" tanks, where available, should be used
for this purpose, if possible, in co-operation with cavalry. They should
be kept in rear of the attack until the infantry and heavy tanks have
created a suitable opportunity for their employment. When such an
opportunity arises, the medium tanks should pass through the heavy
tanks and carry out the pursuit.
They should endeavor:
(a) To break up the enemy's reserves and to demoralize his
defeated troops.
(&) To disorganize his staff arrangements and communications.
When medium "A"tanks are used to seize tactical points in advance
of the infantry pursuit, some infantry should be pushed forward as
quickly as possible to support them.

—

1.

CHAPTER V.

General Methods of Employment of Tanks in Defense.
(i) Indefense full use must be made of the mobility of tanks. The

distribution, therefore, of tanks singly in fixed positions to hold up
hostile attacks is radically unsound in principle. Only the old Mark
IV.tanks should ever be distributed in this way, and then only if the
condition of the ground makes it impossible for them to maneuver, or
in a case of the gravest emergency when the enemy's advance can be
checked in no other way.
(ii) A thorough reconnaissance
should always be carried out beforehand of the ground over which tanks may be called upon to operate
in the event of a hostile penetration of any part of the defended zone
and every arrangement must be made to ensure that tanks are stationed
in suitable positions for action in any eventuality. Tank routes and
areas of maneuver must be laid down in the defense scheme.
20
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(iii) In defense tanks can be employed for four purposes
(a) To carry out immediate counter attacks with or without
infantry support.
(b) To engage hostile tanks.
(c) To co-operate with the infantry in a deliberate counter attack
supported by artillery.
(d) To cover, if necessary, the

—

2.

•

withdrawal of the

infantry.

Tanks in Immediate Counter Attack.

(i) Employment of tanks in counter attack.
The object of tanks in immediate counter attack is to relieve the
pressure on the infantry which has been forced back, to inflict casualties
upon the enemy, to destroy his mo-rale and to break up his organization.
An immediate counter attack by a tank or tanks may take place before,
during or after an immediate counter attack by the infantry local
reserves. The freedom of maneuver of the tank or tanks should not be
restricted by having to wait for the infantry. The opportunity for
successful attack may be fleeting and the tank commander must be
prepared to seize it when it arises.
Mark V. tanks, owing to their speed and power of maneuver, are
valuable weapons in counter attack. In order, however, that they may
be used to the best advantage the following points should always be
borne in mind :
(a) Tanks which are to be employed in counter attack should be
parked some 5 miles from the front line, in order that they may not be
injuriously affected by the preliminary bombardment.
(6) Tank counter attack sectors should be carefully denned.
(c) When required, the tanks should be moved forward to assembly
positions about 4,000 yards from the front line. Prom these positions
they can come into action within half an hour from the time of the
receipt of orders to move.
(ii) Tank sectors and objectives in immediate counter attack.
Tanks must be sufficiently far forward to be able to attack at short
notice and yet they must, if possible, be sufficiently far back to prevent
their being involved in the preliminary hostile bombardment.
The
actual positions selected for tanks must depend, therefore, upon the
nature of the ground between them and the forward area and the
protection which they afford.
As the object of employing tanks in immediate counter offensive
action is to strike at the enemy before he can organize, for defense,
any ground which he has captured, it is clear that, there must be a pre
arranged plan by which tanks willbe able to act on their own initiative
and without waiting for any co-operation from the infantry. If the
forward area is divided, therefore, into a series of sub-areas to which
a definite number of tanks is detailed, it will be possible for the tank
commander on the spot to act immediately he receives information that
the enemy has penetrated any portion of the sector which has been
assigned to him.
The tank commander on the spot must be in full possession of the
general plan of defense and counter attack. He must keep in touch
with the progress of the battle in order to be able to employ his tanks
to the best advantage whenever an opportunity rises and, as far as
possible, in conformity with the other arms.
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The actual objective against which a tank is to operate in an imme
diate counter attack should be clearly denned and should, if possible,
be within reach of the infantry in ord«r that advantage may be
promptly taken of any disorganization caused to the enemy by the tank
attack.
(iii) Responsibility for the action of tanks in immediate counter
attack.
The responsibility for arranging for the co-operation of tanks and
infantry in an immediate coimter attack should rest with the com
mander on the spot. The closest liaison must be maintained, therefore,
between that officer and the tank unit commander. The actual launch
ing of the tank counter attack should usually be left to the initiative
of the tank unit commander, who must operate independently while
conforming with the situation and the general plan of defense.
When action is imminent or imperative the position of the senior
tank officer should be similar to that of a cavalry squadron leader. He
should be well forward and make a personal reconnaissance of the
ground. He should also -send forward officer patrols to ascertain the
exact situation.
The length of time tanks engaged in an immediate counter attack
should remain in action must be left to the discretion of the tank and
infantry commanders on the spot. The points which must be taken into
consideration are:
(a) The results obtained by the counter attack.
(&) The limits of endurance of the tank crews.
(c) The supply of petrol.
(d) The effects of the enemy's artillery fire.
(c) The capacity of the infantry to take advantage of any success
obtained by the tanks.
(iv) Co-operation between tanks and infantry in immediate counter
attack.
When tanks, detailed for immediate counter attack, cannot arrive
on the scene of action until the infantry counter attack has begun or
finished, they willassist the infantry best by protecting its flanks from
envelopment and enfilade fire. Tanks, therefore, should move forward
on the flanks of the counter attacking infantry as well as toward* the
front.
Should the infantry counter attack be checked, the object of the
tanks must be to cover the infantry while it is reorganizing. This
implies that the tanks must push forward among the hostile infantry
in order to disorganize the enemy as far as possible. Tanks must
endeavor to disperse the enemy's patrols, to destroy the machine guns
which he may have succeeded in pushing forward and to break up his
infantry before it can deploy.

t
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—

Engagement of Hostile Tanks.
Single male tanks (Mark V.) can be used to engage hostile tanks
without infantry support. The success of tanks when employed for
this purpose depends upon:
(1) Power of maneuver and use of ground, which entail the
employment of ground scouts.
(2) Accurate and rapid shooting at moving targets while the tanks
are themselves in motion.
(3) Close co-operation with the fixed and mobile defenses of the
sector. Commanders of tanks employed for this purpose must have
22
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intimate knowledge of the ground and of the defenses of the sector
in which they are operating. A high standard of training is also
required for successful shooting at moving targets. Individual duels
with hostile tanks must be avoided. The policy should he. for all
available male tanks to concentrate their fire on the enemy's tanks.
Each tank should open fire on the hostile tank which is leading the
Female
advance and then upon those which follow in succession.
tanks should concentrate their fire on the enemy's infantry.

—

4.

Tanks in Deliberate Counter Attack.

The action of tanks in this form of counter attack closely approxi
mates to their action in the attack (see Chapter 4). A deliberate
counter attack is delivered by troops in reserve moved forward for a
special purpose and must be organized and carried out on the same
lines as an offensive operation. The r6le of tanks which are to be
employed in a deliberate counter attack should be laid clown, therefore,
in the operation orders and the tank attack should be delivered in close
co-operation with the infantry and artillery.

—

5. Rearguard Action.
(i) Object of tanks.

In a rearguard acton tanks must not withdraw before or with the
infantry which they are supporting.
Their object must be to delay
the enemy with all the means in their power and so to gain 'time
for the infantry to withdraw to a new defensive position. Ifthey are
exposed, therefore, to artillery fire, they should endeavor to main
tain their position by making full use of their mobility and of any
cover afforded by the ground.

(ii) General action of tanks.
The best method by which tanks can delay the enemy is to advance
among the enemy's infantry. By acting in this way they not only
disorganize the enemy's advance but also they run less risk from
direct hits from the hostile guns.
Iflack of petrol renders it inadvisable for tanks to advance they
should deploy on reverse slopes and wait for the enemy.
Such de
ployment, however, should not take place until after the withdrawal
of the infantry has been completed.
(iii) Co-operation between tanks and infantry.
In rearguard actions the infantry has to fall back fighting and it
is, therefore, difficult for it to co-operate with the tanks. Tanks, on the
other hand, must co-operate with the infantry in every way. Tank
commanders must remember that it is always difficult for the infantry
to effect a withdrawal after being heavily engaged, they must, there
fore, keep in close touch with the situation. Ifthe enemy is attack
ing in force his losses from tank fire should be heavy and his advance
disorganized and delayed. If the hostile attack is not in great strength
it miay be entirely held up by tanks if they are used with skill and
determination. Wherever possible, while advancing or retiring, tank
commanders should keep the infantry whom they meet informed of their
action, c. g., "We are advancing to assist you," "We are withdrawing to
refill with petrol," etc.
(iv) Infantry and tank withdrawal.
When the infantry withdrawal has been effected and a tank withbecomes imperative the fighting tanks must not all withdraw

t^drawal

ir

They should withdraw in two lines or groups. The first
line or group should remain out among the enemy's infantry
the second should take up a position in rear to cover its withdrawal.
Supply and baggage tenders, marked in white letters "Supply" or
"Baggage," will constantly be moving forward and backward during
the engagement.
Their duties are to keep the fighting tanks sup
plied. This should be made clear to the infantry or an impression may
gain ground that tanks are withdrawing when such is not the case.
together.

.—Communications.
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CHAPTER VI.

1

(i) Itis essential that the infantry commander on the spot should
receive all messages from tanks working under his command at the
earliest possible moment. It is also extremely important that informa
tion regarding the development of a tank attack should reach the
staffs of the higher formations divisions and corps with as little
delay as possible. All tank commanders, therefore, should realize the
importance of sending back frequent messages
' with regard to their
progress and the enemy's action.
The liaison between tanks and infantry should be maintained by
the presence during an action at the various infantry headquarters
battalion, brigade, division and corps of the commander of the tank
formation or unit which is attached to It for operations.
(ii) In the field the system of signalling by tanks falls under
three main headings:
(a) Local, between tanks and tanks, between tanks and the at
tacking infantry and between the tank commander on the spot and the
transmitting station (signal tank), if one is employed.
(6) Distant, between tanks and the tank company commander,

—

—

—

—

between tanks and selected infantry and artillery observation posts.
(c) Telephonic, between the various tank headquarters and those
of the formations and units with which they are co-operating.
Local signalling is carried out by means of runners and distant
signalling by means of pigeons and the transmitting station. Any
special arrangements which may be required for telephonic com
munication should be made by the formation to which the tanks are

attached.

(ill) During an action the signalling arrangements comprise:
(a) A fixed receiving station.
(6) A mobile transmitting station (signal tank),
(c) A series of pre-arranged sending stations.
The receiving station should be at or near the tank company
headquarters and in telephonic communication with the tank battalion
headquarters.
The transmitting station should be in visual communication with
the receiving station and, if possible, with the sending station.
The sending station should be established at the rallying points
where tanks assemble upon the completion of each of their operations.
Prom these rallying points tank section commanders should send all
information to the transmitting station by means of visual signalling,
or, if this is not possible, by runner to the tank company commander.
(iv) The following visual signals willbe used by tanks and in
fantry:
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(a) Green and white flag, "Come on."
(&) Yellow and red flag, "Iam broken down, go on."
(c) Red, white and blue flag, "Iam coming out of action."
This flag willbe flown by all tanks when coming out of action
or moving to the rear or rear flank.
(d) Bayonet or rifle waved from side to side above the head, "R.
D. from infantry to tanks."
(c) Helmet on rifle held above the head, "Tank wanted" by in
fantry to tank.
(v) Communication between aeroplanes and tanks
a
pre-arranged dropping ground and a simple code of signals between the
two arms by means of Very pistols fired after the aeroplane has dropped
a smoke bomb. Such signals should be as few as possible and confined
to simple messages giving the necessary tactical information. During
the actual fighting, the R. A. F. should keep as closely as possible in
touch with the tanks. Tanks should signal their messages to the aero
planes, and the aeroplanes, wherever possible, should report to corps
headquarters the position of tanks in action.
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appendix

Notes on combined

b.

training between infantry

and

TANKS.
1. It is essential for successful co-operation between infantry and
tanks that the infantry tactics laid down in S.S. 143, and the tactics
for tanks laid down in this pamphlet, should be practiced.
2. Before the training begins the infantry brigade commander and
the tank brigade commander

should carefully work out the various

exercises and the former should attend a demonstration carried out

by

the tanks with tank personnel representing the infantry. He will
then be in a position to criticize effectively the work of his own men
and of the tanks during the actual training.
3. In order to ensure that the training throughout a brigade may
be uniform, it is advisable that a company of infantry should be
specially trained for demonstration work. The duty of this company
willbe to carry out a demonstration of the various exercises in the
presence of the remainder of the infantry of the brigade before the
training begins.
An infantry officer who understands the movements
of tanks should be made responsible for the training and should carry
out all practice demonstrations.
4. The general procedure in carrying out the exercises should be
as follows:
(1) Each exercise should be carefully explained to the men on
the ground. The men must be told exactly what the tanks will do and
how they can assist the infantry.
(2) A demonstration of the exercises should be carried out by the
infantry demonstration company in the presence of the other com

panies.
(3) The remainder of the companies should carry out the exercises.
(4) The infantry and tank brigade commanders should criticize

the manner in which the exercises have been carried out.
(5) The exercises should be simple and should consist of three
or four kinds of attack, c. g.\
(a) An attack without a barrage on a strong point or locality.
(6) An attack under a barrage.
(c) An attack without a barrage as the continuation of an attack
under a barrage.
(d) A counter attack without a barrage.
A good way of combining every kind of attack is to start the exer
cise with a barrage. It should be pointed out to the men that this
represents the initial phase in an attack. Once this phase has been
completed, the men should go back to the starting point and carry out
the exercise again without a barrage. It should be pointed out to
them that this represents the phase of the attack which follows after
the zone of the protective artillery barrage has been passed.
27
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W 6. It is important that before any exercise takes place the in
fully acquainted with the few simple signals now laid
lown, green and white flag, red and yellow flag, etc. Not only should
the men understand what the green and white signal is meant to
convey, but also the tactical situation under which it will usually
be employed.
In an attack it may frequently occur that hostile
machine guns will open at ranges which may inflict considerable cas
ualties on the infantry. In such circumstances the infantry should
take cover while the tanks deal with the machine guns. Directly
these have been dealt with the tanks should hoist the green and white
flag to show that itis time for the infantry to move forward. If the
machine guns are far distant from the infantry the infantry will
have to push forward scouts so as not to lose touch with their tanks.

'antry should be
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